ARCHITECTURE, DESIGN AND COMFORT IN THE MOST EXCITING HAPPENING AREA OF BARCELONA

Park Hotel is a 3-star historic hotel located in one of the most emblematic quarters of Barcelona, el Born. The
quarter where the art and the fashion have always been merged to, it is an area full of live, museums and
wonderful gastronomy. The Born quarter is the area where the old tow lives with the latest trends.
The building was built between 1950 and 1953 by the Architect Antoni de Moragas I Gallissà. It was one of the first
buildings of the neoracionalism movement of postwar Europe. The interior design made by Eulalia Calaveras was
done to the last detail, to make guests feel at home while in Barcelona.
At Park Hotel we work every day to improve and ameliorate the services for our guests.
ROOMS
The hotel offers 91 welcoming rooms, all of which are exterior. The furniture, combination of wood and textiles and
clever lighting all create an atmosphere of warmth and light.
Our security system combines the use of magnetic strip key cards and motion detectors to provide greater security
and intimacy during your stay. The presence sensors will then switch off the lights as you leave, in keeping with our
commitment to sustainability.
Room types

20 Single rooms
60 Double rooms
10 Superior rooms
1 Triple room

Guest Room Amenities: Air-conditioning, heating
Direct telephone line
Safe
LCD and LED televisions
Satellite channels
Digital+
Mini-bar
Laundry service
Wi-Fi Internet service, free of charge
Handicapped rooms
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RESTAURANT
10’s
In the heart of the Born district, right where the ABaC Restaurant began its journey over ten years ago (now to be
found in Avenida TIbidabo and currently holding 2 Michelin Stars) 10’s offers an informal and casual ambience with
capacity for 60 guests. It distances itself from the stereotypical Spanish tapas bars with a fresh image
Offers tapas and side dishes true to the philosophy of ABaC; tradition and modernity in equal measure. Jordi Cruz
defines them as “Uncomplicated creations, packed with flavour and impact. The idea is one of an orchestra where
the excellent “patatas bravas” – always in their skins, or “calamares a la andaluza” play permanently and invite an
exclusive ABaC guest star to play each week; such as the Cherry Ceviche or the Figs with Foie Gras. Generous
portions, quality produce and inspired creativity are all offered on a plate at a good price.”
To complete the experience there are two terraces and one reserved for 20 guests
MEETING ROOMS
The hotel offers a meeting rooms, from 2 to 50 people, with day light and views to Avenida Marqués de Argentera,
equipped with the most modern technology. For whatever event you may wish to undertake, our highly qualified
personnel will take care of every detail and will work with you in all aspects regarding organisation to guarantee a
memorable experience.
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Car park
24-hour reception
Bar from 11.00 to midnight
Meeting room
Room service (16 hours)
Breakfast: buffet service
Mobile Business center
Wi-Fi throughout the building, complimentary
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